**City College Graduates Obtain More Doctorates**

By A. L. Goldberg

The City College of New York led all other colleges and universities in the metropolitan area in the number of students that have completed their graduate studies and received their doctorates in the sciences, arts, humanities and social sciences during the period from 1936—1950.

The fifteen-year record was disclosed in two reports released by the National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council on the undergraduate origins of doctorates in the above-mentioned fields. During this five-year period, the City College ranked second in the nation from 1946 to 1950 and eighth from 1936 to 1945 with 296 and 229 doctorates respectively.

The report dealing with the origins of doctorates in the arts, humanities and social sciences covering the same fifteen-year period placed the City College 13th in the nation with 474 graduate students earning doctorates. Columbia University headed the list with 941.

In the report on the origin of science doctorates, City College ranked second in the nation from 1946 to 1950 and eighth from 1936 to 1945 with 296 and 229 doctorates respectively.

The City College President, Buell G. Gallagher, said that this survey’s results “underscore the continuing excellence of City College.” He claimed that “careful selection of students” and “good training” while at the college were responsible for City’s leading the area.

The report showed that Columbia University placed second to CCNY with 871 doctorates. New York University was third with 576.

The report on the origin of science doctorates, City College ranked second in the nation from 1946 to 1950 and eighth from 1936 to 1945 with 296 and 229 doctorates respectively.
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The report on the origin of science doctorates, City College ranked second in the nation from 1946 to 1950 and eighth from 1936 to 1945 with 296 and 229 doctorates respectively.

The City College President, Buell G. Gallagher, said that this survey’s results “underscore the continuing excellence of City College.” He claimed that “careful selection of students” and “good training” while at the college were responsible for City’s leading the area.

The report showed that Columbia University placed second to CCNY with 871 doctorates. New York University was third with 576.

**Activities Fair**

**ICB Affair Planned for Tomorrow**

By Gary Strum

Tomorrow Inter-Club Board will hold its annual Activities Fair in Hansen Hall from 9-4.

The fair will be highlighted by the booths representing the different clubs on the Inter-Club Board. The booths—Jerry Arrow and Shelly Ostrowsky, expect thirty booths at the fair.

The booths will exemplify the activities of each club. Some of the professional societies to be represented are Sigma Tau Sigma, Gamma Alpha Chi, the Retailing Society and the Foreign Language Society. There will be a display to advertise its production for this term, "The Times Answer," a pots for the show will be sold at the booth.

Will Choose Queen

One of the high spots of the day will be the choosing of the "Queen of the Activities Fair." She will represent the spirit of the clubs and must belong to one of the 40-50 clubs seated at the Inter-Club Board. As of yet, only a few girls have submitted a positive application.

The Fair will feature continuous dancing from 12 on, provided by Jay Auerbach and his band, and free on-campus reelections to the Inter-Club Board, which will be served by the students.

The purpose of the event is to introduce the students to the various clubs and organizations and to increase student participation in the extra-curricular program.
Hey, everybody! Here's a new stack of STICKERS!

WHEN SMOKE FOLK get together, the dance floor is the scene of the biggest action. Naturally, that's the time to show off your Lucky Sticks. Lucky Sticks have an added attraction—because they come from fine tobacco. Light up a good-tasting taste of TOASTED to taste even better. As for Stickers, you can order the minutes of a smoke shop dinner at your local Lucky Tobacco office. If you've tried a Lucky lately? You'll find the best-tasting tobacco you've ever smoked.

IT'S TOASTED to taste better

For the Very Best In
—FOOD—
—AMUSEMENT—
—PRICES—
It's the

VARiETY SWEET SHOP

Lucky Taste Better CLeanER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER

STICKLEKS MAKE $5

Wittman Slated to Talk On Real Estate Values

The Baruch School Real Estate Society will present "Real Estate Appreciation," presented by Wittman, a real estate and construction firm, who will lecture on the topic of "Real Estate Appreciation," next Monday in Lefferts C at 8:45 p.m.

The lecture will begin in the real estate market. Wittman, a real estate and construction firm, will lecture on the topic of "Real Estate Appreciation," next Monday in Lefferts C at 8:45 p.m.

The concert will feature songs of yesteryear, including "Take Me Out to the Ballgame," "You Are My Sunshine," "The Star-Spangled Banner," and "The Boys of Summer."

The concert will feature songs of yesteryear, including "Take Me Out to the Ballgame," "You Are My Sunshine," "The Star-Spangled Banner," and "The Boys of Summer."

The concert will feature songs of yesteryear, including "Take Me Out to the Ballgame," "You Are My Sunshine," "The Star-Spangled Banner," and "The Boys of Summer."
Two Needed Changes
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The Rusty Wheel

Honor System

By Wallace S. Nathan

Two years ago a girl by the name of Margaret Habein (now Miss Margaret Habein) came to the Ticker with a proposal for an honor system. The proposal was to be a committee of two or three students to submit their grades to the girls' government class for her class. She also proposed that if any student need to report any other student to the Senate, he or she would have to submit their grades to the Senate and the Senate would then assign a member of the Senate to hear the case.
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By Morton J. Horwitz

As the war comes to an end, so does the "academic freedom" that students have been fighting for. The ACLU pamphlet "Academic Freedom and Civil Liberties of Students" was one of the first to be published after the war, and it has since become a classic in the field. It was written by James M. Cherry, a professor at Columbia University, and it is still a valuable resource for students today. In the pamphlet, Cherry argues that the "academic freedom" that students have been fighting for is not just a matter of personal liberty, but also a matter of public interest. He writes, "The freedom of the individual to think and to express his thoughts is as much a public as a private right. The freedom to think is necessary to the making of a free society, to the maintenance of a democratic form of government."
Beaver Soccer Team Overpowers Adelphi, 7-0; Masanovich Establishes New Met Scoring Mark

Lavender Harriers Finish Season Unbeaten

By Mary Glensberg

Led by Novak Masanovich, who tallied three goals, and Johnny "Buddha" Parano, who scored twice, the Beaver booters overpowered the Crusaders Thursday, 7-0, at the loser's field.

Masanovich's three goals bettered the Metropolitan Soccer League scoring record and tied Johnny Koutantzianac's season mark of 1954, both established in 1954. One of "Koutantzianac's" tallies came against Stevens Tech, a nonleague opponent.

The Lavender victory is the twenty-fifth in twenty-six games. Army placed the lone blemish on the record when they tied City, 2-2, this year.

The Beavers now have undisputed possession of first place and need a victory against Fort Schuyler Saturday to clinch the Met title.

With :33 left in the first quarter, the Panthers struck. Joel Weisen, outside-right, sent a high shot that Beaver goalie Charlie Theobald leaped high and deflected. However, Irwin Gluck, the left-winger, netted the ball for the score.

Harry Karlin's men maintained a blistering pace and results began to show at 10:16 when Tom Lavender drove Hyman out of the nets and Eric Bienstock got off a bullet that Paul Hernkind, the Beaver's right fullback, found it difficult to get his goods past.

Lavender drew Hyma-n out of the left-wing, netted the ball for the score. Charlie Thome leaped high and用手 to the left wing, netted the ball for the score.

The Panthers' attack was stopped in the second quarter by Phil Wiggens, who automatically ripped it out.

Harry Keiler's men maintained their last year. He believes that the Academy would leave and thinks that the Lavender is wasting its chances look bleak. The team contains mainly freshmen that have little experience.

Outlook Dim

This year, the Mariners' team contains mainly freshmen that have little experience. Its star performer is Jon Schumleimer, a rugged inside left. He is backed by fullback Joe Keller. Keller may not play his usual position in the Met League because his defensive opponent, Wolfgang Westl, is considered by the Academy coach as "a very crafty fellow." He decided that Keller is fast enough to keep up with the Beaver star.

Giving his views on the state of the Met League, Recordon feels that the league, with the exception of City, is generally weak this year.

The Washburns have been interested in boxing.

In 1928 Sirutis entered New York University and joined the boxing team: Competing in the 175 pound class, he won the Intercollegiate Championship in 1930. A senior, Sirutis captured many other titles, including the Metropolitan Golden Gloves championship and the National Gloves crown.

After he received his degree in Education from Fordham, which last year the Lavender was dropped as the kingpin of the east coast college teams, scheduler of this meet is acknowledged as a fairly good team and recorded a 4-3-1 record. The Fort Schuyler school has lost, through graduation, one of Recordon's prized possessions, Phil Wiggens.

Wiggens was All-Met goalie for two seasons and was a standout performer throughout his collegiate soccer career.

Siritus, Former Boxer Asks Return of Sparring Partner

By Ron Cooper

Yustin Sirutis is a past and hope for his future. This past is full of boxing, and he hopes the sport, on a collegiate level, will come back to the East in five to seven years. He is the last east coast college a sparring partner for some of the top boxers in the country. His name, "pretty" is remembered as the first five places to lose.

IMB Basketball Tournament Swings Into Quarter-Finals

The Intramural Board basketball tournament reached its final qualifying round Thursday, as K. B. S. Lazak '58, in a close-fought Williamsville Sts. Vets, 18-14, to become the first team to reach the quarterfinals. In the second game, the Greeks downed the Turrets, 30-27, in the highest scoring contest of the afternoon. The Chatinians, led by Martin Lupas, 20-18. On the same bill, Phil Wiggens, who automatically ripped it out of the nets and Eric Bienstock got off a bullet that Paul Hernkind, the Beaver's right fullback, found it difficult to get his goods past.
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